Case Study

ZF

HOW ZF USES BEEZY´S
MODERN INTRANET
SOLUTION TO INCREASE
EFFICIENCY, AGILITY AND
FLEXIBILITY AT GLOBAL
SCALE
ZF is a global leader in driveline, chassis and passive
safety technology. The car part manufacturer has a global
workforce of over 148,000 at 230 locations in 40 countries.
ZF was looking for a way to help the company to increase
efficiency, agility and flexibility at a global scale, while also
bringing their locations, teams and employees closer
together. They selected Beezy, as the most capable modern
intranet solution. After a transition phase, Beezy replaced
ZF´s static intranets, resulting in a personalized, interactive
workplace that ZF employees nowadays know as Zoom.

“A modern intranet
for a global enterprise
like ZF with its
organizational
complexity and
employees of various
levels, and from
different regions and
cultures, is always
work in process. ”

PILOT PHASE IN GERMANY
ZF had a clear strategy and action plan to smoothly and
effectively launch the modern intranet Zoom at their
locations around the world. They introduced a dedicated
Zoom intranet team of IT, Communication and HR
specialists at the ZF headquarters in Friedrichshafen. In
order to generate feedback, the team decided to launch a
Zoom pilot at their headquarters and a plant in Germany
as well as one in UK first. After this pilot phase, ZF gradually
rolled out the Zoom platform to all their locations around
the world.

REGIONAL ROLLOUT: SAME
STRATEGY, SETUP AND
STRUCTURE
In order to increase the probability of acceptation and
adoption of Zoom, the intranet team focused on the enduser: their employees. Prior to the launch of the intelligent
workplace ZF developed trainings, use cases, on- and offline
communication materials and a communication architecture
so they could provide their employees with all necessary
information before, during and after the rollout.
They also trained a group of interested and engaged ZF
employees at every location, so-called Zoom Guides, who
support colleagues in using Zoom and the new ways of
collaboration wisely. The Zoom intranet team created a
strict and structured rollout plan that started six weeks
prior to the launch of Zoom at the particular location. Every
regional rollout had the same strategy, setup and structure.
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BRING BOARD MEMBERS
CLOSER TO THE EMPLOYEES
ZF had – and still has – various reasons to leverage a global
modern intranet for their employees. One of the main
reasons to choose for Beezy was that it offers multiple
options to let employees interact and collaborate with each
other. Beezy is a social networking and corporate intranet
solution. The modern intranet allows ZF employees at all
levels of the organization to post, share, like and comment
on news. One of ZF’s goals was to bring Board Members
closer to the employees. That is why their CEO and Board
Member for Corporate Human Resources run their own
blogs, which are open for questions and comments. In this
way, Zoom helps to connect the top management with
employees.

Apps. A place where employees easily pin their favorite
tools and applications, so they have them at hand in Zoom.
Furthermore, ZF focuses on business process integrations.
One interesting project on the roadmap is the integration
of a time management application with the ZOOM modern
intranet.
Thanks to the successful co-investment, ZF and Beezy keep
on improving the Zoom intelligent workplace every day.

Beezy’s modern intranet solution also facilitates and
increases knowledge sharing, which is important for the
exchange of knowledge in between employees with a high
and specific level of skills and expertise active at different
ZF plants around the world. The Communities feature
allows them to easily find and connect with colleagues,
which makes easy and transparent communication and
collaboration possible.

ONGOING CO-INVESTMENT
BETWEEN ZF AND BEEZY
There is a co-investment agreement between ZF and
Beezy. ZF discusses the progress, challenges and requests
– all based on employee feedback – in weekly calls with
Beezy´s Chief Product Officer and Chief Technology Officer.
For Beezy this is very valuable information. “A modern
intranet for a global enterprise like ZF with its organizational
complexity and employees of various levels, and from
different regions and cultures, is always work in process. The
weekly calls teach us a lot about actual user behavior and
the need for the improvement and creation of new features”
says Maximo Castagno, Beezy’s Chief Product Officer.
The roadmap for the upcoming time includes some
interesting new features and possibilities for Zoom users.
ZF and Beezy work closely together to introduce Beezy
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ABOUT BEEZY
Beezy is the all-in-one Intelligent Workplace for Microsoft
Office 365. We make collaboration within your organization
easy and relevant. By extending the Microsoft productivity
stack, we unify the digital workplace and empower users
to communicate, share and collaborate better, whether onpremises, in the cloud or in hybrid environments.
Large customers such as Monster, ZF, Bank of England and
many more can now benefit from the full functionality of an
intelligent, modern digital workplace that brings together
Collaboration, Communication, Knowledge and Processes.
Learn more at www.beezy.net

